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Abstrak
 

The first part mainly introduces Chinese characters, Chinese and related knowledge; introduces the common

sense of Chinese people's names, greetings, titles, etc.; introduces interesting topics such as Chinese

programs, calendars, solar terms, myths and legends. In the second part, we begin to try to lead you to the

depth of Chinese culture to understand the long history of China. In this part, you can see the historical

changes and dynasties of China for 5,000 years; you can learn about the 56 ethnic groups that have

contributed to China; you can be familiar with Chinese marriage customs and family concepts; you can learn

about Chinese Four great inventions and Chinese abacus, abacus, post station, post road, sedan chair,

carriage; you can drink intimate contact with the historical celebrities Laozi, Confucius, Zhuangzi, etc. who

have made great contributions to Chinese culture; Giant system - "Book of Songs", "Chu Ci", "Han Fu",

"Historical Records", "Han Shu" and so on. In the third part, you will still wander in the halls of Chinese

history and culture. After visiting the Yangtze River culture, the eight ancient capitals, the palace buildings,

and the temple buildings, you can also taste the tea culture, wine culture, and eight major teas with unique

Chinese characteristics. In addition to watching Hanfu, cheongsam, folding fans and local folk crafts, you

can also explore traditional Chinese medicine, Chinese chess, martial arts, etc.; you can also read the

fascinating Chinese classics - Four Books and Five Classics, Tang Poems and Song Ci, Yuanqu Zaju , Ming

and Qing novels, etc. In the fourth part, a novel world opens up in front of you: Chinese gardens, folk

houses, imperial mausoleums, ceramics, Go, Peking Opera, Kunqu Opera, Yue Opera, Huangmei Opera,

Dunhuang murals, etc., will definitely bring you a refreshing feeling; Confucianism, Taoism , Buddhism,

Chinese book collection culture, imperial examination culture, etc., let you enjoy the broad and profound

Chinese culture; the four famous ancient Chinese novels "Dream of Red Mansions", "Water Margin",

"Romance of the Three Kingdoms", "Journey to the West", modern Chinese writers Lu Xun, Guo Moruo,

The masterpieces of Hu Shi, Mao Dun, Ba Jin, Lao She, Cao Yu and others will take you to soar freely in

the sky of literature.
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